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      New casinos
     


      Which casinos have recently arrived in New Zealand?
     

      Check out the latest casinos added to our site, What are the features and news that can help you play more with less!
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         Meet the best slots at the new casino in New Zealand: Emu!
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         100% up to$ 200 + 25 free spins for new players in Cosmo! enjoy now!
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         Welcome bonus from 100% up to$ 1,000 on All Slots (2022)
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                   100% up to 500 EUR + 200 free spins and 1 bonus crab
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                   100% up to 800$ + 200 free spins and 1 bonus crab
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                   1st deposit - 100% match up to 400
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                   1st deposit - 100% match up to 400
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                   1st deposit - 100% match up to 300
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                   200% on 1st deposit UP TO €500 + 160 FREE SPINS
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                   100% bonus  worth up to C$166
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                   1ST DEPOSIT 125% UP TO 100EUR
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                   100% up to $500 + 50fs
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                   100% up to 300 euros
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                   200% up to 500 euros + 100 free spins on first deposit
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                   100% bonus on the first deposit up to 200USD
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                   100% on 1st deposit up to 200€
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                   180% bonus on 1st deposit
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                   100% to 1st deposit
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                   100% bonus  worth up to c$166
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to 200€ EUR + 70FS
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                   100% Bonus on your first deposit worth up to $500 + 100 Free Spins
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                   100% + up to 500 FS
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                   100% + 100 free spins up to €500 or 5BTC
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                   100% + 200 free spins up to $6000 or 5BTC
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                   100% + 150 free spins up to $1500 or 5BTC
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                   100% on 1st deposit up to $500 + 100 Free Spins
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                   100% match bonus up to $300 plus 50 free spins
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                   $2500+ 250 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   100% up to 100 euro
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                   50 FREE SPINS on the Book of Dead
                   

           Bonus
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                   235% + 30 FS on Goblins: Gluttony of Gems
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                   100% on 1st deposit UP TO €111 + 33 FREE SPINS
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                   100% BONUS UP TO 500€ + 200 Free Spins
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           Bonus
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                   2000 EUR + 200 free spins
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                   100% up to CA$900 + 150 free spins on Book of Dead
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                   100% bonus up to €500 + 250 Free Spins
                   

           Bonus
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                   up to 2000$ + 200 FS
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      What are the newest casinos in New Zealand?
     


      Here we always prioritize the fresh news of the New Zealand market! So, it's time to know which new casinos have arrived in recent times and which you can take advantage of an excellent bonus to play!
     


      All Slots-release: October 2020
     


      All Slots holds the latest license issued by the
      

        SRIJ
       

      in October 2020. The company already has more than 300 games, and in addition, assigns numerous promotions and offers daily. In All Slots you can also take advantage of the VIP program: free spins, constant bonuses, various promotions, draws and new games.
     



       Learn more about All Slots
      
      , like their constant matches and offers!
     


      SkyCity-Release: 2020
     


      Another new casino in the New Zealand market is SkyCity. The brand also secured the license to offer casino games in New Zealand in mid-2020, and is already ambitious about the future.
     


      Even at the beginning, SkyCity already offers a catalog with important games and a good welcome promotion for new players!
     


      Totally worth knowing!
      
       Read more about SkyCity!
      



      Emu-release: May 2020
     


      Emu is one of the newest newcomers casinos in New Zealand and already offers many advantages for new players. The site is practical, easy to use, full of news and totally in New Zealand!
     


      Register, choose a secure payment method and enjoy amazing slots machines with exclusive games from R. Franco!
      
       Read more about Emu casino!
      



      Cosmo –
      



      Release: April 2020
     

      The best part about betting on Cosmo is the variety of Game providers it offers!
     


      Imagine finding your favourite slots and being able to increase your winnings with Cosmo's welcome bonus?
     


      Customer Support is also exceptional and personalized for New Zealand players-and daily! What are you waiting for to learn more about Cosmo?
      
       Read more about Cosmo Casino!
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      Existing Casinos that have launched new features in New Zealand
     


      The latest update from The New Zealand market is on account of the
      
       Lucky Nugget
      
      , which recently launched the Home Games feature, which allows players to create their private groups and clubs among friends, family and acquaintances to play poker with each other. Tremendous, isn't it?!
      
       You can learn more about this feature here!
      



      Another current novelty is the inclusion of two roulette games by the casino
      
       Jackpot City
      
      - which offered only slot games up to that point.
      
       You can read more about how to hit play in Single Zero and Roullette Master Games.
      



      Are you looking for new casinos for New Zealand players?
     


      We'll show you where to find one.
      
       original casino experience
      
      on the best new online casinos and what they offer their players. Read our list of recently launched casinos in New Zealand that we think you'll enjoy trying out.
     


      We will explain what you will find in these new online casinos and why looking for new casinos in New Zealand is a good idea!
     



       ⇒
      
      Don't settle for outdated when the new approach is right here, at your fingertips!
     


      These new casinos offer you their
      
       favorite slots games
      
      ,
      
       live games
      
      and
      



      bonus
      





      who will give you a
      
       boost
      
      !
     


	

           Did you know?
          

	


            Spin
           

          it is the casino with the widest range of games among licensed New Zealand casinos.
         




      New casinos x Casinos there is time on the market: which one should I choose?
     


      Finding the ideal casino to play at is a bit more complicated than one might think at first glance. This is due to the fact that there are several new accessions.
     



       ► But then, how to decide which one to choose?
      



      What are the differences from the longer licensed online casinos with the new memberships? What can be the big influencer in this choice? Check out our list of pros and cons on this question to decide which casino is best for you!
     


	
	

           New casinos
          
	

           Existing Casinos
          

	

           Pros
          
	
          - The mobile casino platform is sure to be stylish and impressive.
          

          - Knowledge of current market demand
          

          - Improvements in security technology increase player safety
          

          - There's always news coming
          

          - Faster payment methods will certainly not be a problem
          

          – Innovation
         	
          - Wider variety of online games and casino reviews
          

          – Trust
          

          - Clearer Feedback from players who have experienced the casino
         
	

           Cons
          
	
          - You may not find much feedback when it comes to the trust that the casino gives you
         	
          - The mobile version of the casino may be outdated or its site not responsive
          

          - The speed of its processing can leave much to be desired
          

          - You may have used your welcome pack in the past
         




      How to choose your new casino
     


      Do not forget to always take into account basic requirements when choosing a new casino, such as:
     


      Casino welcome bonus
     


      Choosing a compensatory welcome bonus can be a key element to start boosting your online casino winnings!
     


      Always opt for casino bonuses that are not only attractive, but also have a low wagering requirement, so you can withdraw more easily!
     


[bookmark: ofertas]

      Periodic offers and unique promotions
     


      Promotions on a regular basis are also an excellent addition that makes a casino earn more points with everyone!
     


      Another incentive when choosing a new casino is to check if it offers a VIP program with free spins and prizes. Do not forget to check their terms & conditions to be sure that it will be interesting for your pocket!
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      Accessible payment methods
     


      Not every new online casino accepts the same
      
       payment methods
      
      . There are various updates all the time with the arrival of new e-wallets, cryptocurrency payments, and so on.
     


      Choose payment methods that are affordable especially for what you are looking for!
     


      Variety of games
     


      The best new online casinos have a wide selection with hundreds of titles, so you can look for a site that has many games of interest to you.
     


      Customer Support Team
     


      The customer service offered by a casino is something that at some point you will need to make use of. Just in case, opt for a fast and professional service available when needed, it will allow you to play without worries.
     


      Registration process
     


      Consider how easy it is to register as well. The new online casinos in New Zealand tend to put the focus on making it much easier for newbies to get started playing quickly.
     


      What if we told you that most online casinos in New Zealand offer good competitiveness in these areas above? Well then, this is the time when what you crave is what is at stake!
     


      What are you looking for? A more rewarding welcome bonus? A casino with a wider variety of games? Or a combination of everything but average?
     



       Try any of them and have fun!
      



	
          Did you know?
         
	

           Betclic
          
          it was the first casino licensed by the SRIJ, in May 2016.
          
           Source:
           
            SRIJ, New Zealand.
           






      New Casinos: trends, bonuses and new features in 2023!
     


      Casinos that had not yet optimized their mobile platforms, have done so and are doing so. It is indisputable the need to invest in mobile devices when it comes to online casino, because players are always looking for convenience!
     


      The trend is for New Zealand casinos to invest more in their game catalogues and bonus offers as these are timeless elements when choosing a new casino!
     


      There are some new trends in the casino world that you should be aware of. These are interesting or useful novelties for gaming sites that increase their appeal. Read some of the news that will make you feel even more welcome when you sign up!
     


      Direct registration is the big news!
     


      The process of registering at a casino is easier than ever! Direct registration makes the process -which was previously time-consuming and needed approval to start playing - much more streamlined.
     


      This means you'll be ready to enjoy the best of the casino in no time. It compares sharply to some existing casinos that still have a clunky and time-consuming registration process that new players have to go through.
     


      The power of the phone!
     


      We do everything with just one click on the screen in our hand, so why not play on mobile?
     


      The best and newest casino sites now place their focus firmly on mobile devices, such as
      
       888
      
      and
      
       Lucky Nugget Casino
      
      , who pride themselves on promoting their responsive sites.
     


      Players can enter the casino with the use of the browser on virtually any mobile device and then enjoy a flawless experience while browsing. There is no need to download anything with these casinos and we can access account details and bonus funds, wherever you go.
     


      The thrill of playing live!
     


      The big boom of the moment is live casino games. These games are unique and elevate the player experience to another level!
     


      Imagine playing and interacting with dealers and other players, all this 24/7 in livestream service?! Yes, Live Casinos are growing in the market.
     


	

           A novelty that is not yet available in the country
          
          ...
         
	

           In New Zealand there is still no legal casino that promotes live casino games. But it won't be long!
          





      Free spins galore!
     


      Nothing like starting the adventure of playing at a new casino with free spins to try your luck at your favorite games!
     


      Casinos like
      
       Lucky Nugget
      
      , can offer up to
      
       300 free spins
      
      to begin with!
     


      It's a fantastic way to experience one of the best games on the site risk-free!
     


      Awesome themes to drive you crazy to test!
     


      Many of the current online casino releases add a fun theme to keep you entertained.
     


      By the way, what can be better than finding the best games and also the newest ones on the market?
     


      Betting at casinos like
      
       Spin
      
      , with the largest catalog of games in the New Zealand market!
     


      So you will always have fun guaranteed!
     


      Exclusive games
     


      Emu, m of the newest casinos in New Zealand brings a wide variety of fun from
      
       exclusive online slots games
      
      . Fun and excitement in one place!
     


      Weekly Bonuses
     


      With summer, things tend to heat up even more at the SkyCity casino now you can earn a bonus of up to$ 30 every week... Here's how to participate!
     


      Combined bonuses welcome + Free Spins
     


      As soon as you register and make your first deposit at Cosmo casino, you will get amazing slot bonuses
      
       Starburst
      
      , of
      
       Netent
      
      .
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      What we like most about new casinos
     


      Casinos that have just arrived on the market can be an excellent alternative to know new features and promotions!
     


      In addition to an innovative way to present your games, the design is lighter and creates direct communication with players who are thirsty for news!
     


      Tournaments and VIP programs are also other Auckland points in new casinos, as these are ready to compete with others already stabilized, so you will certainly have a real chance to get good winnings!
     


      Always remember to look for what you think is essential in a new casino, be it the offers, accessibility by mobile or even the combination of all of them!
     







       Frequently Asked Questions
      




         What is the main advantage of playing in new casinos?
        


          The great advantage of a new casino on the market is the technology and facilities it offers. Usually new casinos arrive with technological novelties to stand out in the middle.
         







         what are the basic requirements for choosing a new casino?
        


          When thinking about trying your luck at a new casino, always pay attention to details such as: variety of games, operating license, bonuses and offers and available payment methods.
         







         What's new in online casinos this year?
        


          The trends are for casinos to bet on mobile devices and also to focus on their game catalogs to add news and game releases.
         







         Is it better to play at new or older casinos?
        


          If both have been licensed and regularized there are no problems. Generally, new casinos offer more bonuses as a way to attract new players and get known in the market. It's your choice!
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       Are you looking for the best casino games and the biggest bonuses on the market? Bianz is waiting for you! We have tried and tested all the casinos in New Zealand, and we only choose the most reliable and fun ones to bet your money on. Stay on top of our news and updates to make the most of your online casino experience!
      



        Sign up for our newsletter and receive the latest casino offers, promotions and exclusive offers!
       








          Register
         











        I am over 18 years old.
       





        I agree to receive marketing updates.
       


        By sending us your email, you agree that you have reviewed and accepted our privacy and cookies policy.
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      bianz.co.nz it is owned by Baking Industry Association of New Zealand and is completely independent of the gaming companies. Please note that third parties reserve the right to change or remove bonuses & promotions at short notice. bianz.co.nz it cannot therefore be held responsible for any incorrect information. Always read the bonus terms and conditions at each casino carefully before playing. We only link casinos licensed by the Gaming Regulation and Inspection Services, SRIJ New Zealand.
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